Aim It has been recently suggested that different 'unified theories of biodiversity and biogeography' can be characterized by three common 'minimal sufficient rules': (1) species abundance distributions follow a hollow curve, (2) species show intraspecific aggregation, and (3) species are independently placed with respect to other species. Here, we translate these qualitative rules into a quantitative framework and assess if these minimal rules are indeed sufficient to predict multiple macroecological biodiversity patterns simultaneously.
INTRODUCTION
Explaining the commonness and rarity of species as well as their distributions in space are central questions in biodiversity science and biogeography (Brown et al., 1995; Rosenzweig, 1995) . One important goal of modern ecology is therefore the development of a unified theory that predicts species abundances and distributions for a wide range of ecosystems and taxa (Hubbell, 2001; Chase, 2005; Harte et al., 2008) . Recently, McGill (2010) reviewed six ecological theories that were intended to predict from a few underlying principles several patterns in macroecology and biogeography, such as the species abundance distribution (SAD; McGill et al., 2007) and spatial biodiversity patterns, in particular the species-area relationship (SAR; Rosenzweig, 1995) and the distance decay of community similarity (F(r); Condit et al., 2002; Morlon et al., 2008) . The theories reviewed by McGill (2010) include dynamic approaches, for example spatially implicit (Hubbell, 2001 ) and spatially explicit neutral models ) that were built from the assumptions of species per capita equivalence, dispersal limitation and zero-sum dynamics (Hubbell, 2001) . The theories also include static approaches such as Poisson-cluster models (e.g. Plotkin et al., 2000; Morlon et al., 2008) where fitted pointprocess models mimic the observed clustered distribution pattern of each species individually without reference to the underlying demographic and spatial processes. Independent superposition of species patterns then produces the predicted communities (Wiegand & Moloney, 2014) . It has been shown that Poissoncluster models can approximate the SAR and distance decay in forest communities (e.g. Morlon et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011) .
Despite superficial differences in the mathematical formulation and target spatial scales of the reviewed theories, McGill (2010) suggested that all of them share three common assertions or 'minimal sufficient rules ' (McGill, 2010, p. 633) . 1. Individuals of the same species are aggregated in space. 2. Abundance between species varies drastically and the abundance distribution shows a hollow curve, when the number of species is counted in abundance classes on a linear scale, i.e. there are many rare and just a few common species. 3. Individuals of different species can be treated as independent and placed without regard to other species.
According to McGill (2010) these three rules should allow, in combination with spatial and temporal stochasticity, the prediction of at least two major macroecological biodiversity patterns, namely the SAR and the distance decay of community similarity. However, the three rules are formulated in a qualitative manner and it remains an open question of how to translate them into quantitative rules and how to use them to derive predictions of spatial biodiversity patterns.
The simultaneous prediction of multiple observed patterns has been suggested as an important test of any model or theory (Wiegand et al., 2003; Grimm et al., 2005; McGill et al., 2007) . Ultimately, only a theory that provides multiple realistic predictions of biodiversity patterns qualifies as a 'unifying theory of biodiversity' . All six theories reviewed by McGill (2010) are indeed able to predict biodiversity patterns correctly (see Table 2 in McGill, 2010) . However, previous tests of these theories often focused on single patterns and rarely assessed whether multiple patterns can be correctly predicted with one model and one set of parameters (but see Jabot & Chave, 2009; Horvat et al., 2010; May et al., 2015) .
In this study we demonstrate how the three qualitative rules can be translated into a quantitative framework, and we assess the predictive power of the three rules for several macroecological biodiversity patterns, including: (1) the SAR, (2) the distance decay, (3) the spatial co-occurrence or segregation of species pairs (Wiegand et al., 2007 (Wiegand et al., , 2012 , and (4) the relationship between intraspecific aggregation and species abundances (He et al., 1997; Condit et al., 2000; Plotkin et al., 2000) . For this purpose we used a dynamic and spatially explicit simulation model in combination with census data from two large tropical forest plots in Panama and Sri Lanka. To allow for a quantitative comparison of observed and simulated patterns we used the spatial simulation model CONFETTI (May et al., 2015) in which each tree is characterized by an explicit position in continuous space rather than on a discrete lattice (e.g. Rosindell & Cornell, 2009; May et al., 2012) . CON-FETTI includes the key processes of tree mortality, local recruitment and immigration from the metacommunity (May et al., 2015) . We used two versions of the model, which both fulfil rule 3 of interspecific independence (i.e. there are no shared or distinct habitat preferences, Janzen-Connell effects or competitive hierarchies): (1) a neutral model version without speciesspecific differences and (2) an extended version of the model where species can differ in their dispersal distances. The latter may be necessary to correctly predict the observed distribution of species aggregation (rule 1) (Plotkin et al., 2000) .
In the first step of our analysis we used inverse modelling (Hartig et al., 2011) and the spatial data from the two tropical forest plots to search parameterizations of the two model versions that quantitatively fulfil the three rules of McGill (2010) .
In a second step we tested if the parameterized simulation models are able to quantitatively predict the four additional patterns mentioned above.
With this approach we aimed to answer the following specific questions. 1. Is the neutral model version able to simultaneously predict the distributions of species abundances and of intraspecific aggregation, or are species-specific dispersal kernels needed for this? 2. Is a model that quantitatively fulfils the three minimal sufficient rules able to correctly predict several additional macroecological biodiversity patterns? 3. Does the ability of the models to predict multiple patterns differ between the two contrasting tropical forests?
Our study suggests that the three rules proposed by McGill (2010) provide only an incomplete approximation of the stochastic spatial geometry of biodiversity and that additional processes are required to predict the key macroecological biodiversity patterns simultaneously. Our results points to specific extensions of existing biodiversity theories to improve our general understanding of the dynamics of species-rich communities.
METHODS

Study sites
We used census data from two tropical forest dynamics plots, Barro Colorado Island (BCI) in Panama (Hubbell et al., 1999 (Hubbell et al., , 2005 and Sinharaja in Sri Lanka (Gunatilleke et al., 2004a,b (Condit, 1998; Hubbell et al., 2005) . The 25-ha plot at the Sinharaja UNESCO World Heritage Site in Sri Lanka (6°24′ N, 80°24′ E) contains tropical wet forest without a distinct dry season and has a mean annual rainfall of 5016 mm. Elevation in the plot ranges from 424 to 575 m a.s.l. and includes a valley lying between two slopes. The forest represents a mixed dipterocarp forest (Ashton, 1964; Whitmore, 1984) and includes 220 woody species. All trees with d.b.h. ≥ 1 cm have been mapped, tagged and measured every 5 years since 1996 (Gunatilleke et al., 2006) .
Dynamic and spatially explicit community model
The stochastic simulation model used for this study is an adapted version of the model CONFETTI, which dynamically simulates survival, mortality, recruitment and immigration of all adult trees in a tropical forest plot (May et al., 2015) . The model structure was inspired by previous plant community models (Hubbell, 2001; and combines a spatially implicit metacommunity with a spatially explicit local community (Fig. 1) . In contrast to previous spatial community models (e.g. Rosindell & Cornell, 2009; May et al., 2012) , individual trees in CONFETTI are described in continuous space rather than on a discrete two-dimensional lattice. This is necessary to take full advantage of the spatial census data and to allow for a direct comparison of field data and model output using summary statistics derived by spatial point-pattern analysis (Wiegand & Moloney, 2014) to characterize the stochastic spatial geometry of biodiversity. We used two different versions of the model: a simplified version of the neutral model of May et al. (2015) and an extended version that allows additionally for interspecific differences in dispersal distances. In the following we present a summary of the simulation model, while a detailed description is provided in the Supporting Information (Appendix S1).
In the beginning of each simulation the static and non-spatial metacommunity was generated (Hubbell, 2001, p. 289; Etienne & Alonso, 2005) . The abundance distributions and the diversity of the metacommunity were determined by the fundamental biodiversity number θ (Hubbell, 2001) . The spatially explicit local community represents a forest plot of the size of 50 ha (BCI) or 25 ha (Sinharaja). We assume zero-sum dynamics, i.e. the number of trees was constant over time and was fixed to the average number of trees with d.b.h. ≥ 10 cm in BCI (21,000) or Sinharaja (17,500). Tree mortality was simulated as a random event and all tree species shared the same mortality rate, equal to the observed annual mortality of trees with d.b.h. ≥ 10 cm (c. 2%). This corresponds to a mean tree age of c. 50 years. As soon as a tree died, a new individual tree, called 'recruit' , was generated either as immigrant from the metacommunity (with probability m) or as offspring of another tree in the local community (with probability 1 -m). The parameter m is called the immigration rate (Hubbell, 2001) .
Local recruitment was modelled using a log-normal kernel for the dispersal distance (Greene et al., 2004; May et al., 2012) . Note that 'recruitment' refers here to the establishment of a new adult tree. Since neutral models typically consider only reproductive adults (Hubbell, 2001) , we model only the dynamics of J M Figure 1 General structure of the of the CONFETTI model. The non-spatial metacommunity is characterized by a constant rank-abundance curve, which is simulated based on a fundamental biodiversity number (θ) and the number of individual trees (JM) (Hubbell, 2001 ). In the spatially explicit local community each point represents a tree, which is described by its position in space (x-y coordinates) and its species identity (shade of grey). Here only a subplot of 200 m × 100 m is shown. The local community is linked to the metacommunity by immigration of tree recruits. In the local community we assume zero-sum dynamics, i.e. the number of individual trees remains constant over time. See the main text and Appendix S1 for a more detailed model description.
reproductive trees, which are here represented by trees larger than 10 cm d.b.h. We used the common 10-cm d.b.h. threshold (e.g. Hubbell, 2001 , Rosindell & Cornell, 2009 because no data on reproductive thresholds were available for the Sinharaja forest plot. The distribution of the mean dispersal distances among species was also modelled by a log-normal distribution (Muller-Landau et al., 2008) with mean dm and standard deviation dsd as model parameters.
The sequence of birth-death events was iterated for 100 generations (c. 5000 years). At the end of each simulation run we recorded one virtual forest census that was used to calculate the macroecological biodiversity patterns described below.
Model parameterization
In the first step of our analysis, we required that the models should quantitatively fulfil the three unifying rules of McGill (2010). Since rule 3 (interspecific independence) is fulfilled by definition, we used inverse modelling techniques (Wiegand et al., 2003; Beaumont, 2010; Hartig et al., 2011) to find model parameterizations that predict quantitatively realistic speciesspecific aggregation (rule 1) and SADs (rule 2).
As summary statistics to quantify species aggregation we used species-specific aggregation indices Mi(r) based on Ripley's K, where
The Mi(r) were evaluated for all species with at least 50 tree individuals (Condit et al., 2000) . The K-function Ki(r) of species i was estimated as the mean number of conspecific trees within radius r, divided by the overall density λi of the focal species i in the plot (Wiegand & Moloney, 2014) . The expected value of Ki(r) for a completely random pattern equals Ki(r) = πr 2 . We used log10-transformed values and scaling with the expected value for easy interpretation of the Mi(r) values (Wiegand et al., 2012) . Mi(r) > 0 indicates species aggregation, while Mi(r) < 0 indicates regular patterns. As Mi(r) is a scale-dependent measure and we aimed for a correct representation of intraspecific aggregation at several scales, we calculated Mi(r) for r = 10 m and r = 50 m.
The final set of summary statistics used for parameter estimation included: (1) the total species richness of the local community, (2) the SAD with logarithmic abundance classes (Hubbell, 2001) , and the means (3) and standard deviations (4) of the distribution of the intraspecific aggregation indices Mi(r), with r = 10 m and r = 50 m. For the field data we evaluated these six summary statistics for all available forest censuses (1985 ( for BCI and 1996 ( -2001 for Sinharaja) using all living trees with d.b.h. ≥ 10 cm. Finally, we averaged the summary statistics over the different censuses for each plot. In the model simulations we derived the summary statistics from a virtual forest census of at the end of the simulation run of 100 tree generations.
We used global stochastic optimization to find model parameterizations that produced the best match between observed and simulated summary statistics (Zhang & Sanderson, 2009; Lehmann & Huth, 2015) . Model fitting was done separately for the two versions of the model (i.e. the neutral model and the extended model with species-specific dispersal) and the two forest plots. For the neutral model the standard deviation of dispersal distances among species (d sd) was set to zero, and the parameters that were varied during the optimization included the fundamental biodiversity number (θ), the immigration rate (m) and the mean dispersal distance of all species (dm). In the extended model version we additionally estimated dsd during the optimization. More details on the parameter optimization are provided in Appendix S1.
Model validation and predictions
To answer our first question (i.e. to find out if the parameterized models were able to quantitatively predict the observed species aggregation and SAD), we conducted model simulations with the 1000 best parameter sets obtained from the optimization and calculated the distribution of the six summary statistics that were used for parameter estimation.
To answer our second question (i.e. whether a model that quantitatively fulfils the three rules is able to correctly predict several additional spatial biodiversity patterns) we investigated if the parameterized models were able to provide independent predictions of patterns that were not used for parameter estimation. For this purpose we estimated the four additional patterns of the stochastic spatial geometry of biodiversity explained below from the same 1000 model runs and compared them with the corresponding values derived from the forest census data.
The first pattern is the SAR, which was calculated as the average number of species in non-overlapping quadrats (or rectangles) ranging from 1 m 2 to the size of the entire plot. The second pattern is the distance decay of community similarity based on the proportion of conspecific neighbours F(r). F(r) is defined as the probability that two randomly chosen trees at distance r belong to the same species . It can be expressed in terms of the pair correlation functions gi(r) and g(r) of species i and of all individuals, respectively, as
where S is the total number of species, fi = ni/n is the relative abundance of species i and the pair correlation function g(r) is the non-cumulative version of the K-function, i.e.
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The larger the value of gi(r), the larger the aggregation of species i. Thus, F(r) is strongly influenced by the correlation between species abundances fi and intraspecific aggregation represented by gi(r) (Wiegand & Moloney, 2014) . However, because F(r) is conditional on the pattern of all individuals (i.e. division by g(r)), it is also influenced by species co-occurrence patterns (Wang et al., 2015) . We evaluated F(r) at distances r ranging from 1 to 50 m. As third pattern, we used the relationship between the abundance ni of species i and its intraspecific aggregation. For this purpose, we calculated the Spearman rank-correlation between ni and the aggregation Mi(r) of all species i (equation 1) with at least 50 individuals.
To assess if our results depend on the specific aggregation index Mi(r) used (which is based on the neighbourhood tree density within distance r), we also used the species-specific nearest-neighbour clumping index CIi = ri a /ri c used by He et al. (1997) , where ri a is the observed (or simulated) mean distance to the nearest conspecific neighbour and ri c is the corresponding value of a spatially random pattern. CIi < 1 indicates aggregation because the nearest neighbour is closer than expected and CIi > 1 indicates regularity. Since Mi(r) is related to the density of neighbours and CIi to nearest-neighbour distances these two indices represent complementary aspects of species aggregation and their combination characterizes species aggregation in a comprehensive way.
As fourth pattern we calculated an index of spatial pairwise co-occurrence (Wiegand et al., 2012) analogously to Mi(r):
[ ] = log 10 π
for all species pairs i, j with more than 50 individual trees per species. In this case M ij(r) > 0 indicates positive spatial association and Mij(r) < 0 indicates segregation of the two species (Wiegand et al., 2012) .
RESULTS
Question 1: Do the models predict the observed species aggregation and species abundance distribution?
As expected, the neutral model, where all species shared the same dispersal kernel, provided a good fit to the observed abundance distribution in both forest plots (Hubbell, 2001; Volkov et al., 2007) (Fig. 2a In contrast, the extended model, which allowed for speciesspecific dispersal, closely matched the observed SAD and the distributions of species-specific aggregation at 10 and 50 m (Figs 2d-f, A8 & A10d,j). For the BCI data set we found parameter estimates for the fundamental biodiversity number (θ = 44.6 ± 0.5, mean ± SD) and the immigration rate (m = 0.15 ± 0.007) that were similar to previous estimates derived with non-spatial neutral models fitted to the SAD only (e.g. Volkov et al., 2007 ) (see Fig. A6 ). Our estimate for the overall mean dispersal distance (dm = 53.3 ± 2.3 m; Fig. A6 ) was in the range of previous estimates derived from seed trap data (Condit et al., 2002; Muller-Landau et al., 2008) . Our estimate for the interspecific variation in dispersal distances (dsd = 34.6 ± 2.6 m; Fig. A6 ) was clearly larger than zero, which provides additional evidence for the failure of the neutral model. Thus, species differences in dispersal distances are important for correctly predicting the distributions of intraspecific species aggregation and of species abundances simultaneously.
Question 2: Are the three rules sufficient to predict additional spatial biodiversity patterns not used for fitting?
The extended model correctly predicted the SARs (Fig. 3a) , but severely underestimated the distance decay, i.e. the model predicted a substantially lower proportion of conspecific neighbours at all investigated scales (Figs 3b & A9b) . Considering the relationship between abundance and intraspecific aggregation at the 50-m scale, the model predictions included too many rare and highly aggregated species in comparison with the BCI data, while the BCI data show a few highly abundant and highly aggregated species that are never predicted by the model (Figs 3c  & A10e) . The model always predicted a negative correlation Figure 3 Testing the ability of a model that quantitatively fits the three rules to predict four additional patterns not used for parameter estimation. Predictions were derived with the model version including species-specific dispersal and the field data is from the Barro Colorado Island (BCI) forest plot. The panels at the top show the species-area relationship (a) and the distance decay of community similarity (b). The latter is estimated by the probability F(r) that two trees separated by distance r belong to the same species. The dashed line and the grey area represent mean and 95% simulation envelopes for the model predictions using the 1000 best parameter sets. The black solid lines show the six BCI censuses . Panel (c) shows the relationship between species aggregation indices Mi(r) at the scale of 50 m versus species abundances. Panel (d) shows the distribution of Spearman rank-correlation coefficients for the relationship between Mi(50 m) and species abundances. In panels (c) and (d) The distributions of co-occurrence patterns of species pairs showed a similar shape in the model predictions and in the field data, but the observed distribution was somewhat wider, indicating larger variability in the field than in the model (Fig. 3e,f) . A closer look revealed that the model slightly overestimated the number of species pairs that showed an independent co-occurrence pattern, while species pairs in the field showed stronger segregation (Mij < 0) or stronger attraction (Mij > 0) compared with the model predictions. These findings were consistent at the 10-m and the 50-m scales (Fig. 3e,f) .
Question 3: Does the pattern fit differ between the two contrasting tropical forests?
For the forest plot in Sinharaja we found qualitatively the same results for model-data agreement and model-data mismatch as with the BCI data (see Figs A8-A10) . However, the predicted distributions of pairwise co-occurrence patterns at Sinharaja showed more pronounced differences from the observed distributions than for the BCI plot (compare Fig. 3e,f with Fig. A9e,f) . This is in agreement with a previous static spatial analysis (Wiegand et al., 2012) . The model clearly overestimated the proportion of species with indices Mij(r) close to zero (i.e. independence) and underestimated the proportion of species that tended to show segregation or positive associations. The reason for this is probably the strong topographic heterogeneity at the Sinharaja plot (Wiegand et al., 2012; Punchi-Manage et al., 2013) that causes species with shared habitat associations to be more positively associated (than expected by a homogeneous model) and species with opposed habitat associations to be more segregated. For the abundance distribution we found minor deviations in Sinharaja in the number of tree species represented by just one individual (Fig. A8a) which might be related to uncertainty in species taxonomy.
DISCUSSION
In this study we investigated the intriguing question raised by McGill (2010) of whether a minimal set of rules exists that specifies the stochastic spatial geometry of biodiversity. Existence of such a minimal set would indicate that we have achieved a useful description of the rules governing species abundances, diversity and distributions. We used simulations of simple dynamic and spatially explicit forest community models, embedded within a framework of inverse modelling, to transform the qualitative rules of McGill (2010) (e.g. a 'hollow-curve' SAD) into model parameterizations that quantitatively match the observed biodiversity patterns found in two tropical forest plots. In a second step we tested if the model that was parameterized to fit the three rules correctly also predicts four additional observed biodiversity patterns without additional calibration.
Our analyses provided clear answers to our three guiding questions. First, we found that predicting the observed distribution of species aggregation requires species-specific dispersal distances. Second, matching the three minimal sufficient rules resulted in correct predictions of the SAR but did not ensure realistic predictions of other spatial biodiversity patterns, including the distance decay, the relationship between species abundances and aggregation and the distribution of species co-occurrences. Third, the ability of the extended model to predict multiple spatial biodiversity patterns in the two contrasting forests was surprisingly similar, except that species co-occurrence predictions were poorer for the Sinharaja forest plot that has a stronger topographic structure.
Predictions of the three minimal rules and of additional spatial biodiversity patterns
The finding that species-specific dispersal kernels were needed to approximate the observed distribution of intraspecific aggregation does not come as a surprise. Several studies that have conducted point-pattern analyses of species distributions found substantial differences among species cluster sizes (e.g. Condit et al., 2000) that could at least partly be related to the species dispersal syndrome (Seidler & Plotkin, 2006) . Additionally, spatial analyses that extended the Poisson-cluster approach showed that species-specific aggregation is needed to match the SAR and the distance decay (Shen et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011) .
Our finding that the SAR can be predicted based on the SAD and intraspecific aggregation is in good agreement with previous studies using spatially explicit models (Horvat et al., 2010) or spatial point-pattern analysis (Plotkin et al., 2000) . He & Legendre (2002) even derived analytical expressions for the SAR based on species abundances and their aggregation. Furthermore, Condit et al. (2002) found that a spatially explicit neutral model predicts a realistic distance decay at intermediate scales but fails at short scales (e.g. within forest plots) and at very large spatial scales. This is also in line with our result that the three rules are insufficient to predict the SAR and the distance decay simultaneously (May et al., 2015) .
In contrast to our findings, studies using static Poissoncluster models correctly predicted the SAR and the distance decay simultaneously, at least in forests with a relatively homogeneous environment (Morlon et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011 Wang et al., , 2015 . The interesting question is why the purely phenomenological Poisson-cluster models successfully predicted SAR and distance decay simultaneously, while our mechanistic and dynamic model, which also considers abundances and intraspecific aggregation, failed in the simultaneous prediction. Equation (2) suggests that a positive correlation between abundance (f i) and aggregation (gi(r)) will produce large values of F(r) for a fixed distance r, whereas a negative relationship will produce low values. (Note that the g(r) is not strongly influenced by the abundance-aggregation relationship.) The important point is therefore that static Poisson-cluster models impose the observed relationship between species abundances and species aggregation. These descriptive models, however, do not provide any mechanistic explanation for observed abundanceaggregation relationships that would be based on biological processes. In contrast our model does not a priori constrain the relationship between relative abundances fi and species aggregations gi(r), but this relationship dynamically emerges from the processes of dispersal and ecological drift. In this way the failure of the dynamic model to correctly predict SAR and distance decay simultaneously provides important information. It highlights that we still lack a mechanistic understanding of observed abundance-aggregation relationships and suggests that this relationship might be considered as a 'hidden fourth rule' that has been lacking in previous unified theories of biodiversity.
Lessons from our study
Overall our study demonstrates that the three rules advocated by McGill (2010) provide only an incomplete approximation of the stochastic geometry of biodiversity and do not necessarily provide realistic predictions of multiple macroecological biodiversity patterns. This failure raises the question of whether these rules are in principle correct, but need to be extended by additional rules, or if they include unrealistic assumptions that need to be adapted to enable an improved understanding and better predictions of multiple biodiversity patterns.
The mismatch between model predictions and field observations in the distribution of the co-occurrence of species pairs (Figs 3e,f & A9e,f) is likely to indicate deviations from the assumption of independent interspecific placement (rule 3). In general, deviations from spatial independence can either result from habitat preferences or species interactions, where species interactions typically influence co-occurrence patterns at the direct neighbourhood scale but habitat association at larger scales (Wiegand et al., 2012) . Species with similar habitat preferences will therefore show positive values of M ij(r) because they tend to co-occur at the spatial scales imposed by the habitat structure, while species with distinct habitat requirements will show negative values of Mij(r) (Wiegand et al., 2007) . In a similar way species that facilitate each other will at smaller scales show attraction (Mij(r) > 1) and species which compete intensively for space or resources will show small-scale segregation (Mij(r) < 1).
We hypothesize that habitat preferences, but not biotic interactions, are the main reason for the failure of our models to predict the interspecific co-occurrence patterns in the tropical forest plots studied here. First, previous studies found evidence for significant habitat associations of several species in the two forest plots (e.g. Harms et al., 2001; Kanagaraj et al., 2011; Punchi-Manage et al., 2013) , which also indicated stronger habitat association patterns in the Sinharaja forest compared with the BCI forest. This finding matches well with our finding that departures from the interspecific co-occurrence patterns were larger for Sinharaja than for BCI. Second, Wiegand et al. (2012) found in an analysis of species segregation versus species mixing that spatial patterns at relatively large scales were likely to be driven by habitat preference. In contrast, in a subsequent analysis of species co-occurrence at short distances (r < 30 m), which controlled for the effect of habitat associations, only a few species pairs showed departures from independence. The latter result might indicate that pairwise competitive or facilitative tree interactions at short distances do not strongly affect the co-distribution of species pairs in the tropical forests studied. However, we expect that pairwise species interactions are more important in species-poorer temperate forests (e.g. Wiegand et al., 2012) in producing non-independent interspecific co-occurrence patterns. Interactions include, for example, priority effects and succession which make certain species combinations more (or less) likely to spatially co-occur.
Our model included the assumption that all species share the same mortality rate of c. 2%. This is clearly a simplification of reality and was included to foster model parameterization and understanding. However, this simplification is supported by an extensive study which found no clear relationship between species diversity and interspecific variation in mortality and recruitment rates (Condit et al., 2006) . In contrast to expectations of niche theory, the most diverse forests even featured the lowest interspecific variation in demographic rates. These findings provide some evidence that interspecific variation in mortality and recruitment is unlikely to be a major driver of macroecological biodiversity patterns.
Our model failed to reproduce realistic abundanceaggregation relationships, although the marginal distributions of species abundances and aggregations were predicted correctly. In the model we obtained too many rare and aggregated species, and in the data we found more aggregated and abundant species than predicted by the model. This finding raises the question of which processes remove or obscure a correlation between aggregation and abundances in real forests? Certainly, several non-mutually exclusive mechanisms are responsible for this. For example, aggregation of common species may be related to habitat associations. The question of why some rare species are widely distributed is more difficult to answer. One possibility is that some rare and widely dispersed species have a specific dispersal vector, for example animals with long travel distances, which fosters high dispersion of trees (Seidler & Plotkin, 2006; Muller-Landau et al., 2008) . Another explanation might be offered by negative conspecific density dependence (Comita et al., 2010) . Strong negative effects of conspecific neighbours (e.g. by species-specific herbivores or pathogens) in rare species might result in less aggregated patterns.
CONCLUSIONS
We asked here if a minimal set of rules exists that yields a reasonable approximation of a predefined set of biodiversity patterns that are regarded as important indicators of the stochastic geometry of biodiversity. Our study indicates that the rules of McGill (2010) provided a good starting point, but that they need to be adapted and extended to provide quantitative predictions of the four additional spatial biodiversity patterns selected. Our findings suggest that rule 3 (interspecific independence) should be relaxed by incorporating species-specific habitat associations to better quantify co-occurrence and segregation of species, as well as aggregation of common species. Further analyses are required to clarify the role of correlations between species-specific dispersal distances, negative density dependence and species abundances. These three factorshabitat, dispersal and density dependence -can all influence species aggregation and we showed that knowledge about abundance-aggregation relationships is important for a quantitative prediction of the distance decay function. Overall, it is unlikely that we will ever find a small set of sufficient rules that will govern every possible pattern in the complex stochastic spatial geometry of biodiversity. Clearly, the more detail and site-specific idiosyncrasies that the model needs to fit the more detail we need to include. It is therefore important to define a priori the desired level of detail, i.e. which patterns we wish to match with a certain approach. The results presented here are encouraging and suggest that we may indeed find a limited set of key rules that can result in a good approximation of major biodiversity patterns of ecological communities and explain the fundamental axes of variation among communities. Stepwise extension of current biodiversity theories and the quantitative confrontation of their predictions with field data, as outlined in this study, provides an exciting and promising research agenda for improving our understanding of biodiversity in space and time.
